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INTRODUCTION

By design, the Superchipper Rotor is clad in castings which
wear during crushing. The castings wear at different rates
depending on their location on the rotor, material feed rate,
material feed size and rotor speed. CEMCO recommends
a wear monitoring plan to maximize casting life. Revers-
ible and indexable castings increase wear life. In a new
crusher, closely monitored casting wear is the key to de-
veloping a cost effective scheduled rotation and replace-
ment strategy. To assist you, a sample casting change log is
included in the pocket at the back of this manual.*

A rotor’s high rotational speed makes it extremely
susceptible to unbalanced conditions. The rotor body is
balanced at the factory. A balanced rotor operates smoothly
and safely. When a rotor requires an even number of similar
castings, the castings are installed opposite each other in
equally weighted pairs. When a rotor requires an odd
number of similar castings, all castings in a set weigh the
same. New castings from the factory are marked by weight.
A 12.73 indicates a 12 and 73/100 lb casting. ALWAYS
INSTALL ROTOR CASTINGS IN EQUAL WEIGHT PAIRS
OR SETS.

CEMCO recommends that a scale be located at the job site
for weighing castings. It is useful for weighing partially
worn castings and assembling complete sets from odd cast-
ings.

�
Using a casting after it has reached its
maximum wear condition creates a dangerous situ-

ation. If the casting breaks, the sudden out-of-balance con-
dition can ruin the entire pedestal assembly or rotor.

��
Use only grade 8 fasteners when
replacing castings.

�
Rotate and reuse castings in a counter
clockwise rotation, and according to the

guidelines in this manual only. Do not reuse a set of
castings if their individual weights differ by more than .04
lbs (.018 kg)

Ordinarily, castings are replaced with the rotor in the crusher.
If you prefer to remove the rotor, use three lifting eyes
screwed into the tube flange holes to lift  it out of the crusher.
Use an air hose or water hose to clear packed material from
the area around the castings to be replaced.

Proper three point lifting arrangement using tube
flange bolt holes.

The first paragraph in each subsection describes when a
casting needs to be replaced or if it can be rotated and re-
used in a different orientation. Most castings have a mini-
mum allowable dimension. By monitoring the minimum
allowable dimension, a mechanic can determine when a
casting should be reoriented or replaced. Photos through-
out this section illustrate the minimum allowable dimen-
sion for several castings.

This section is general to all the Superchipper rotors. The
exploded diagram on the next page illustrates the terminol-
ogy and casting placement. Unless torque values are spe-
cifically given in this section, refer to the torque table in the
TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS section. Use the torque val-
ues for castings.

CLEAN ALL MATING SURFACES BETWEEN THE
CASTINGS AND THE ROTOR. A SMALL ROCK OR
PEBBLE UNDER A CASTING MAY CAUSE IT TO
BREAK WHEN THE BOLTS ARE TIGHTENED. USE
AN AIR OR WATER HOSE TO REMOVE ANY DE-
BRIS IN THE ROTOR.

�
Never use an impact wrench on cast-
ing bolts. Tighten all fasteners with hand tools and

a torque wrench.

*NOTE: Proper balance is CRITICAL. Please
read the step-by-step procedure for balancing the
rotor in the Component and Assembly section of
this manual. .

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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SUPERCHIPPER CASTING NAMES

Deflector Plate

Edge Liner

Upper Flat
Liner

BOSS

Feed Disk
Special FW

TUBE
FLANGE

Lower Ramp
Liner

Upper Ramp
Liner

Lower Flat
Liner

Carbide Pin

Rotor

Inner Pin
Backing Plate

Top Cover
Plate

OUTER WALL
LINER

Top Cover
Plate LIP

PORT

This diagram illustrates casting names and orientations. This rotor has four ports. Refer to the assembly
drawing for the exact components and quantity used on your Superchipper.
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EDGE LINERS

Edge liners need to be replaced when any portion
of the outside surface wears to 3/16” or less. If the
Superchipper is out of the crusher, it is easiest to
install the edge liners with the Superchipper upside
down. Position the Superchipper right side up be-
fore installing the rest of the castings.

Installing edge liners

Minimum  edge liner thickness

1. Arrange the edge liners in evenly weighted pairs
from heaviest to lightest.

2. Distribute the edge liners around the rotor pe-
rimeter with the matching pairs opposite each
other. Position the heaviest pair first. Position the
lightest pair adjacent to the heaviest pair. Posi-
tion the next heaviest pair adjacent to the light-
est pair. Position the next lightest pair adjacent
to the next heaviest pair. Continue in this man-
ner until all edge liners are arranged around the

rotor.

3. Apply anti seize compound to the threads on each
bolt. Screw all the bolts into the rotor but do not
tighten.

4. Torque the bolts according to the TORQUE
SPECIFICATIONS section. Edge liners attached
to the rotor with three bolts need to have the
middle bolt tightened before the bolt on either
side. Because the torque on one bolt affects the
torque on adjacent bolts (in the same casting) it
is important to recheck the torque on all edge
liner bolts when finished.

A-V STUDS

A-V Studs are used to attach inner pin backing plates
and deflector plates to the rotor. A single nut is used
on each stud for the inner pin backing plate. De-
flector plate studs use two nuts each when new and
a single nut when worn. Replace any studs when
you can no longer get a full complement of good
threads inside a single nut.

1. Use a hammer and punch to tap out the old studs

2. Install new studs by pulling them through the hole
using a nut and collar arrangement or a stud
puller. Pull the studs through until the head is
flush with the surrounding surface. If you use a
hammer, make sure the stud is started squarely
in the hole.

BACKING PLATE

COLLAR

NUT

Use a nut and a collar to pull the stud through the
rotor backplate.

CARBIDE PINS

To prevent breakage in most conditions, carbide pins
need replacement when the narrowest cross section

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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Deflector plate wear

To install new deflector plates:

1. Replace the studs as needed.

2. Slide the deflector plates over the studs and fin-
ger tighten a single nut onto each stud. Make sure
the small bosses on the backside of the deflector
plate are seated in the chamfered holes on the
rotor.

3. Torque each nut to 55 ft-lbs. If three studs are
used, torque the middle nut first. Because the
torque on one nut affects the torque on all the
other nuts, it is important to recheck the torque
on all the nuts when finished.

4. Fingertighten a second 1/2" nut over the first nut
and torque it down. When tightening the outside
nut, be sure the torque wrench is on it alone and
not both nuts

reaches 1/2 inch (12.7 mm). It is a good idea to
monitor the thickness in terms of hours of opera-
tion to determine a replacement schedule. Because
impact energy increases for large, dense material, it
may be advisable in some situations to replace the
carbide pins before the narrowest cross section
reaches 1/2 inch.

�
Do not try to extend carbide pin life
by rotating them. The pins could break cre-

ating an unsafe condition.

New and used carbide pin

1. Weigh replacement pins to verify they are bal-
anced.

2. Slide the inner and outer carbide pins through
the hole in the top rotor plate until they rest in
the cutout in the bottom plate.

DEFLECTOR PLATES

Deflector plates need to be rotated or replaced when
the upper corner wears back 3/4” or the edge wears
to within 1/2” of the counterbore holes. Replace the
studs when there are not enough good threads for a
single nut. Many of the deflector plates are sym-
metrical and reversible. Simply rotate them 180° to
expose a new wear surface.

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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together. Be sure to recheck the torque on the outer
nuts.

In normal operating practice, as the studs wear, the
outside nut may not be used. Replace any studs when
you can no longer get a full complement of good
threads inside a single nut.

�
Remember, when you use a single nut
on a deflector plate stud, opposite studs must

also have only a single nut to maintain rotor bal-
ance. Likewise, when you replace a deflector plate
stud, opposite studs must also be replaced.

SECONDARY DEFLECTOR PLATES

All Superchipper Rotors have a deflector plate on
the trailing side of each port . Some rotors have an
additional secondary deflector plate or outer wall
liner which is attached to the rotor just behind main
deflector plate. All outer wall liners can be rotated
180° to expose a new wear surface. Replace or ro-
tate outer wall liners when there is just enough of a
bolt remaining to remove it with a wrench or if the
rotor body becomes exposed or if any part of the
casting is less than 1/2” thick. The procedure for
installing outer wall liners is the same as for deflec-
tor plates except hex head cap screws with a single
nut are used instead of studs. The nut is on the out-
side of the rotor. Refer to your rotor diagram to see
if your rotor uses secondary deflector plates.

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE

Secondary Deflector Plate wear

SIDEWALL LINERS

Some older style two and three port Superchipper
Rotors have three, four or five sidewall liners
mounted on the rotor perimeter starting at the trail-
ing edge of each deflector plate. The top cover plates
must be removed to access the sidewall liners. (Note:
Some rotors have a single, one piece top cover plate.)
The sidewall liners can be rotated 180° to expose a
new wear surface and are replaceable in pairs or
sets of three. Refer to your rotor diagram to see if
your rotor has sidewall liners. Replace or rotate the
sidewall liners when the outer edges wear to 3/16”
thick.

Secondary Deflector Plate installed
behind Primary Deflector Plate
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Sidewall liner wear

To install sidewall liners:

1. Unbolt and remove the top cover plate(s). The
upper ramp liners will come off when you do
this.

2. Remove sidewall liners by simply lifting them
out of their dovetail groove.

3. Slide new or rotated sidewall liners back into the
dovetail.

4. Set the cover plate(s) back into position. Hold
the ramp liners against the top of the ports and
fingertighten the fasteners.

5. Torque the fasteners to the specification for cast-
ings.

�
When reinstalling the top cover plate
be sure the upper ramp liners are seated flush

against the underside of the rotor. Sometimes, they
hang up on the flat liner and feel tight when they
are actually not flat against the rotor body.

INNER PIN BACKING PLATES

Replace or rotate inner pin backing plates when the
leading edge wears to within 1/8” of the counterbore
hole.

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE

LOWER RAMP LINERS

Lower ramp liners may be replaced more frequently
than other castings. On all rotors the lower ramp
liner is simply set in position. The carbide pin and
lower flat liner hold it in place.

Lower ramp liner wear
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TOP COVER PLATES, COVER PLATE
LIPS, UPPER RAMP LINERS, UPPER FLAT
LINERS, BOSSES

Several of the inside and outside castings which line
the Superchipper top plate are installed together
since they share common fasteners. Flat head socket
and hex head cap screws are used. Some are inserted
from the top down and others from the bottom up.
Some of the cap screws have nuts while others thread
into tapped holes in the rotor body. Refer to the ex-
ploded Superchipper diagram for your fastener ar-
rangement.

TOP COVER PLATES

REPLACE TOP COVER PLATES WHEN
THE THICKNESS ALONG THE FRONT
EDGE IS 3/8 INCH OR THE ROTOR BODY
BECOMES EXPOSED.

Top cover plate wear

Some older rotors use a one piece top cover plate.
As it wears, the overall diameter decreases. There
may also be some thickness reduction surrounding
the tube flange. Replace one piece top cover plates
when the diameter reduction exposes the rotor or
the thickness decreases to 3/8 inch.

One piece top cover plate, diameter decreases
with wear

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
Depending on the material, lower ramp liners show
maximum wear at the arc that surrounds the carbide
pin or in the center of the ramp.  Lower ramp liners
need to be replaced when either of these areas wear to
3/16” thick.

To replace lower ramp liners:

1. Remove the feed disc.

2. Clear out any embedded material packed in the port.

3. Lift out the old ramp liners.

4. Clean the mating surfaces and install the new ramp
liners.

5. Clean the mating surfaces and put the lower flat
liners back in place.

LOWER FLAT LINERS

Lower flat liners line the exit port floor. On older model
rotors, the lower flat liners are simply set in place. New
model rotors have bolt-in flat liners. Refer to the ex-
ploded diagram of your specific Superchipper to see
which kind of flat liner you use. Lower flat liners wear
along the outside edge from rock bouncing back off
the anvils. In some materials, lower flat liners wear a
groove along the arc where the feed disc overlaps.
Replace the flat liners if this groove gets deeper than
1/4 inch. Ordinarily, lower flat liners rarely need re-
placement. Inspect the lower flat liners frequently and
replace them if they break or if the rotor body is vis-
ible under the outside edge.

To replace lower flat liners:

1. Remove the feed disc.

2. On newer model rotors, it may be necessary to re-
move the inner pin backing plate or ramp liners.
Clear out any embedded material packed in the port.

3. Remove the flat head cap screws if the flat liners
are the bolt-in type.

4. Lift out the castings.

5. Clean the mating surface and set the flat liners in
place.

6. Torque to the specification for castings.
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Edge wear

COVER PLATE LIPS

Cover plate lips wear along the outside edge that
hangs over the rotor body and around the bolt bosses
on top of the casting. The leading edge of the lip
will usually wear fastest.  Replace the cover plate
lips when they wear to 1/8” thick along the leading
edge or when the rotor body becomes exposed. In
rare situations, bolt boss wear may dictate a casting
change or fastener replacement. It is cost effective
to replace fasteners as necessary and maximize the
casting life.

Cover plate lip wear

Old style cover plate lip wear

Cover plate lip boss wear

UPPER RAMP LINERS

Depending on the material, upper ramp liners show
maximum wear at the arc that surrounds the car-
bide pin or in the center of

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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the ramp.  Upper ramp liners need to be replaced
when either of these areas wear to 3/16” thick.

This casting is the hardest to visually inspect due to
its position in the rotor. The front edge or portion of
the upper ramp may appear to be in satisfactory con-
dition. BE CAREFUL! Wear on this casting always
starts at the rear. If not properly inspected, a hole in
the casting may develop and cause rotor body dam-
age. Experienced operators check upper ramp lin-
ers visually, by feel or with a mirror.

Upper ramp liner wear

UPPER FLAT LINERS

Replace upper flat liners when inside or outside
edges wear to 1/8” thick or the rotor body is ex-
posed. The feed material determines which edges
wear. In some materials, the inside edge may not
wear at all.

Upper flat liner wear

BOSSES

Replace bosses when there is just enough material
remaining on the bolt or nut so it may be removed
with a socket. Generally speaking, it is cost effec-
tive to let the fasteners wear as much as possible
and maximize the boss life.

Increasing boss wear, clockwise from top right

INSTALLING THE TOP CASTINGS

1. Arrange the top cover plates around the rotor top.
Align the holes in the casting with the holes in
the rotor top plate.

2. Arrange the cover plate lips in the top cover plate
cutouts.

3. Arrange the bosses on the top cover plates in line
with the holes. The innermost hole in each top
cover plate is for the tube flange fastener and does
not need a boss.

4. Clean off all the mating surfaces on the rotor body
and castings.

5. Hold an upper flat liner against the underside of
the rotor and insert a cap screw fromthe under-
side through the castings on top. Finger tighten a
nut onto the cap screw to hold the flat liner in
place. Install any other upper flat liner fasteners.
Verify that the flat liner is flat against the rotor
and not skewed or hung up on the ramp liner.

6. Hold an upper ramp liner against the underside
of the rotor and insert a flathead cap screw from
the underside through the castings on top.

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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Fingertighten a nut onto the cap screw to hold
the ramp liner in place. Verify that the ramp liner
is flat against the rotor and not skewed or hung
up on the flat liner. 

7. Thread any hex head cap screws from the top
into tapped holes in the rotor.

8. Once all the castings are in place and the fasten-
ers are fingertight, use a plastic or rubber mallet
and tap all the castings toward the outside of the
rotor so they don’t shift during operation.

9. Tighten all the fasteners and torque to the speci-
fications for castings given in the TORQUE
GUIDELINES.

FEED DISC

The feed disc wears in a pattern of peaks and val-
leys along its outside edge. Rotate the feed disc as
needed to wear down the peaks. In most materials,
a 20° to 30° rotation will expose a thicker wear sur-
face. Several small rotations will produce the most
even wear and longest casting life. Occasionally it
is necessary to remove the feed disc to access other
castings. To maintain an uninterrupted wear pattern,
mark the feed disc position before removal so it can
be replaced in the same orientation.

Feed disc wear

To install the feed disc:

1. Match the circular rib on the underside of the feed
disc with the hole in rotor base. Make sure the
feed disc is sitting flat upon the surrounding cast-
ings. Make sure the feed disc hole is concentric

with the pedestal shaft hole.

2. Bolt the feed disc to the pedestal shaft with a
single cap screw. Torque 1” feed disc bolts to
100 ft-lbs. Torque 3/4” feed disc bolts to 90 ft-
lbs.

3. For feed disc rotation, just loosen the cap screw.
Removal is unnecessary.

TUBE FLANGE

Most tube flanges have two sets of holes, allowing
them to be rotated 45° or 60° to expose a different
wear surface. The tube flange wears along the lip
that is inside the rotor. Replace or rotate the tube
flange when the distance between the peaks and
valleys along the lip reaches 1 inch.

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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Tube flange wear

To install a tube flange:

1. Clean any debris off the mating surfaces.

2. Position the tube flange over the holes in the top
cover plates.

3. Finger tighten the flat head socket cap screws in
each hole. Torque the cap screws in a pattern to
assure the flange is centered on the rotor.

EXCESS WEAR EXAMPLES

�
The following photos show excess
casting wear. Consider them examples of

what not to do. The castings are designed to protect
the core rotor. If too much of the casting wears away,
the exposed rotor will start to wear. Unchecked ro-
tor wear results in expensive repairs or replacement.
Excess casting wear increases the risk of casting
breakage. A broken casting creates a sudden out-of-
balance condition in the crusher. Severe crusher
damage may occur if the broken off piece is large
and the crusher is left unattended.

Cover plate lip worn to a near breakage condition
because the cover plate was not replaced soon
enough.

Cover plate lip worn too thin. The lip started
breaking off and exposing the rotor.

Feed disc with a hole in it resulted in new
pedestal hub

SUPERCHIPPER CASTING MAINTENANCE
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SUPERCHIPPER WEAR PARTS CHANGE LOG

This is a sample of a log sheet that can be used to track casting life. Use this information to determine a
casting change strategy and place wear parts orders.

120399

Tube Flange
Boss
Cover Plate
Cover Plate Lip
Upper Flat Liner
Upper Ramp Liner
Lower Flat Liner CM40
Lower Flat Liner LC25
Lower Ramp Liner
Inner Carbide Pin
Outer Carbide Pin
Feed Disc
Deflector Plate
Outer AV Studs
Edge Liner
Outer Wall Liner
Inner AV Studs
Inner Pin Backing Plate
Anvils

PART
NUMBER CASTING QTY

QTY
USED

DATE/TIME
INSTALLED

DATE/TIME
ROTATED

DATE/TIME
REPLACED

TOTAL
HOURS

Tube Flange
Boss
Cover Plate
Cover Plate Lip
Upper Flat Liner
Upper Ramp Liner
Lower Flat Liner CM40
Lower Flat Liner LC25
Lower Ramp Liner
Inner Carbide Pin
Outer Carbide Pin
Feed Disc
Deflector Plate
Outer AV Studs
Edge Liner
Outer Wall Liner
Inner AV Studs
Inner Pin Backing Plate
Anvils

PART
NUMBER CASTING QTY

QTY
USED

DATE/TIME
INSTALLED

DATE/TIME
ROTATED

DATE/TIME
REPLACED

TOTAL
HOURS

THROUGHPUT (tph)
PRODUCT (tph)
FEED SIZE
PRODUCT SIZE

CASTING CHANGE LOG


